
American Auror Campaign Template

ߛ  Campaign Questions

1: Number the following elements from 1 to 5, with 
5 being the element you’d most like to see in this 
campaign and 1 being the element you’d least like to 
see.  

  ______  Adventure _______ Combat

  ______  Intrigue _______ New NPCs

  ______  Recurring NPCs

2: How closely should this game stick to the original 
Harry Potter source material?

 ▫ Very - The books are canon and should be followed 
closely, everything in them is fair game

 ▫ Loosely - The events of Harry Potter have 
happened as described, but they’re not definitive 
of the whole universe

 ▫ Hardly - The source is good reference, but the 
game shouldn’t be bound to its rules

ߛ  setting

3: How regulated is magic in the US?

 ▫ Very - the government has puritanical views on 
magic, it fears and distrusts it

 ▫ Not very - it’s like driving, there are rules and 
regulations, but nobody watching over your shoulder

 ▫ Not at all - except in when crimes are committed, 
the government doesn’t involve itself in magic

4: How many magic users are there in the us?

 ▫ Many - magic users are found in most populous 
locations

 ▫ Common - magic users are as common as other 
minorities

 ▫ Few - a few neighborhoods in major cities make up 
most of the population

 ▫ Rare - magic users make up a tiny portion of the 
population

5: How close is the American magic community?

 ▫ Very - magic users may not know each other 
personally, but they know their neighborhoods

 ▫ Loosely - there are magical celebrities, but most 
magic users know little of magic users in other towns 
and cities

 ▫ Distant - magic users keep to themselves and their 
own families and neighborhoods

6: How aware are American magic users of “muggle” 
technology and society?

 ▫ Not at all - muggles are alien to the magic 
community

 ▫ Somewhat - there are enough magic users who 
grew up in muggle families that it’s understood

 ▫ Clear - magic users move about muggle society 
freely and can use cars and ATMs

7: What is the most common term for magic users in the 
us?

 ▫ Wizard and Witch, as in Europe
 ▫ Magic user
 ▫ Sorcerer
 ▫ Mage
 ▫ Magician

8: What role does magic play in the world?

 ▫ World shaping - every facet of life is affected by 
magic

 ▫ Utilitarian - magic is a gun, some use it to feed 
families, some use it to make war

 ▫ Limited - magic users generally limit magic use to 
their own speheres of influence

ߛ  game meChaniCs

9: How deadly is magical combat?

 ▫ Very - people who lose magic fights usually don’t 
fight again

 ▫ Sometimes - magic is as deadly as any other 
weapon, some survive some don’t

 ▫ Not very - more offensive magic is cast that stuns or 
disables than magic that kills outright

10: How fast is magical combat?

 ▫ Fast - magic fights are over in a spell or two
 ▫ Varies - magic fights are like gunfights, some quick 
some slow

 ▫ Drawn out - magic users circle each other, jockeying 
for an opening

 ▫ Slow - it takes a while to get through someone’s 
shields, charms, and magic items


